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Ph. Off. : 0141-2361183 
 Mob. : +919413395858 
eM: aibsnlearaj@gmail.com 

No.: AIBSNLEA/RAJ/2012-14/112 Dated at Jaipur: - 22-01-2014 

To 

The Chief Engineer (E) 
BSNL, Rajsthan Telecom Circle, Jaipur. 

Sub:-  Regarding transfer/ posting in the grade of JTO (E) /SDE(E).  

Ref: Transfer order issued by Sr. CE (E) office order No. 30 (2)/Sr.CE (E)/BSNL/JP/2013-14/1185 & 1186 dt. 
21/01/2014 

Sir, 

At the outset kindly accept warm regards and seasons greeting. I would like to draw your kind attention towards 
recently issued transfer orders in the grade of JTO(E)/ SDE(E) vide above referred letter in view of following points: 

1. The transfers are not as per the spirit of BSNL transfer policy and its total violation in respect of %age of 
employees of a particular cadre to be transferred during a financial year. In fact almost 80% strength of the EW in 
Rajasthan circle has been transferred in past 2 years which shows its severity. Further, these transfers are done in 
midsession which is causing a serious problem to our members. 

2. In recent orders 90% of transfers have been ordered in public interest, this shows that employees have not been 
given a chance to submit their choice of station for transfer which would have resulted in own cost transfers and 
certain saving to BSNL. Now BSNL has to bear all transfer expenses. 

3. In some of the cases request of our members to your good office has not been considered and this has resulted in 
financial burden on BSNL which could have minimised. It is urged that request of our members regarding choice of 
posting must be given due importance. 

4. Result of LICE for promotion from JTO(E) to SDE(E) cadre is in process of finalisation and if any transferred officer 
is promoted through LICE, BSNL has to bear transfer cost once again this shows the undue heft in ordering 
transfers. 

5. While issuing transfer orders revised structure of SSA’s where now only 10 SSA shall be headed by GMTD level 
officer and others by TDM/TDE level officers has not been given due priority. In our view GMTD level SSA should 
be given due priority and at least one JTO along with the SDE(E) should be posted in sub division at SSA HQ. It 
shall not be out of place to mention that bigger SSA’s headed by GMTD are difficult to manage single handily 
which may result in ruin in quality of service and ruin BSNL’s image. 

6. Some of our members have genuine personal problems/ issues these should be given due importance and 
addressed sympathetically. 

In view of above, it is requested that transferred orders may be reviewed and options may be called from 
employees and BSNL transfer policy may be implemented in its true spirit.  

Yours sincerely 
 
  

 
(M.K.Morodia) 

Circle Secretary 
Copy to:-  

1. Shri A.K.Bhargava, CGMT BSNL, Rajasthan, JAIPUR, Kind Information pl. 

2. Shri Prahlad Rai, Genl. Secy. AIBSNLEA, New Delhi for information pl. 
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